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ABSTRACT
Aim of the research is to develop and validate a numerical method for determining the wave forces on a ship as

induced by anon-uniform wave field such as can be fOund in a harbourbasin. This Isimportant for theprediction of the
downtime i e the time that loading and unloading of a shipis not possibleidue to large ship motions In this paper one
such modeling system and its validation are described It concerns the coupling of the 2DH (2D horizontal) time domain
nonlinear Bousstnesq type wave model TRITON developediby WL I DeIft Hydraulics with the multibody panel method
DELMULTI developed by the TU DeIft The latter model is a 3D model capable of computing a ships response to waves
in frequencydomain. Essentialto this modeling system is thatthe forces are computedfromthe complete, undisturbed
wave motion without analysis of frequencies and/or direction From comparing simulation results with measurements for
different situations(unidirectional regular waves and various passing ship events) it canbe concluded that TRITON and
thecoupling TRITON DELMULTIprovide accuraterepresentationsof thewavefield andof the wave-Induced forces and
:momentson a ship.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ships moored inports are affected by waves. Thesewaves:can bewind generated (seaor swell waves) or induced:by

passing ships In thispaper we present a model chain that aims at computing a wave field the wave induced forces on a
ship and its resulting motion. The complete model chain consists of four steps:

wave generation is computed,
wave propagation from the sourcetothe moored ship is computed,
thewave-induced forces exciting themoored ship are computed,
theresulting ship's motionsarecomputed.
This model chain allows for the computation of the motions of a ship moored in an arbitrarily shaped harbour basin In

the present:work, werestrict ourselves primarilyto items 2 and 3.

Essential to themodel chain. introducedin the present work is that the forces are computed from the complete,
undisturbed wave motion, without analysis offrequenciesand / ordirection.

In Chapter 2, a description of each of the four steps in the model chain is given. Chapter 3 addresses the most
innovative part of the present work namely the coupling betweenthe wave model and the diffraction model that computes
the wave induced forces Validation for a regular unidirectional wavein open water forms the topic ofChapter4 Another
more complex validation case is discussed in Chapter 5. This concerns computation of the forces on a ship due toa
passing ship event. Summary, conclusions and recommendationsare givenin Chapter6.

2. OVERVIEW OFTHEMODEL CHAIN
As stated intheintroduction, the model chainconsists of foursteps. Each ofthem is briefly described;

2.1, Wave generation
The first model in the model chain concerns wave generation If one is interestedlin the influence ofwind waves a

description of the wave field atthe seaward boundary of the computational modelis required. If oneis interested inthe
influence of ship induced waves the velocity of the passing ship and its hull shape are Important factors In determining the
resulting wave pattern. An example of a model thatisableto.simulate.the wave patternaround a moving shipis RAPID,
see Raven (1 996). In the passing ship validation case discussed In Chapter5, yet anothermethod is used.

2.2. Wave propagation
The second model!ln the chain isa wavernodelto simulatewave propagatiOn and penetrationma harbour. The Wa

conditions obtained In step (1) serve as input for the wave propagation computations; In the present study, wave



propagationifrom the sourcewhere waves are generatedtothe moored ship is computed usingthe.Boussinesq-type wave
model TRITON (Borsboom (2000)) This model is under development at WL Delft Hydraulics TRITON is a 2DH (2D
horizontal) time-domain model that solves for the orbital velocities (depthintegrated), surface elevation and non-
hydrostatic pressure (depth-averaged). The model. accounts for the effects of wave dispersion shoaling diffraction,
refraction as wellasnonlinear wave-wave interactions The latterisimportant, because transfer of wave energy to lower
frequencies isaccountedforships are particularlysensitive towaveswlth wavelengths comparable tothelength of the
ship and these waves fall In the category low frequency waves Therefore it is important to get goo&estimates of these
low-frequency waves.

The wave fieldin a harbour is usually very complex dUe to the cOnriplex geometry. The complex watermotion in a
harbour interactswith moored vesselsandthus causescomplex moored vesselmotionsand mooring loads TRITON can
be set up.for complex harbour'geometries including the modellingof(partial)reflections at quay wallsandtheiesulting
standing wave patterns However, the validation cases described in the present paper are restricted to open water
situations.

2.3. Wave-lnduced'forces
In thepresent model chain, the third model is DELMULTI This is avalidated frequency-domain 3Dmulti-body lihear

diffraction model. lVpredicts thewave-Iflduced forces. ltis possible tolncludethe surrounding geometry (e.g, qUaywalls)
in DELMULTI. Somereferences to this model are Pinkster (1980), Pinkster (2004) and VanOortmerssen (1976).

The wave forces onthe moored shipcan be classified intofirst-order, second-order and higher-order contiibutions. In
the present work, all first-order and nearly all second-order contributions aretaken into account. As is well-known, the
first-ordercontrlbutions are the Froude-Krilovforce and thediffraction force. The only second .order contribUtion that is
'neglected, Isthe wave-waveinteractionthetween the incident waves and thewaves diffracted andradlated bythemoored
ship This contribution is usually negligibly small We note that the second order contribution stemming from nonlinear
wave effects is automatically taken careof. Thisisanautornatic consequence of TRITON being anonlinearwavemodel.

2.& Resultlngship'smotions
The resulting ship motions follow from integration of the equation of motion taking into account the ships geometry

For a free ship, DELMULTI can do this job. If fendersanthmooringlines are present,,their characteristic must be indUded.
This can be done by means of a program likeBAS, see.Mynett etal. (1985).

3. COUPLING. BETWEEN TRITON AND DELMULTI
The innovativepart of thepresent work consistsof thecouplirig between TRITONand DELMULTL Thisis discussed in

this section We repeat that the major advantage of the present approach liesin the fact that the forces are computed
from the complete, undisturbed wave motion, withoutanalysis offrequenciesand/or direction. ThisWiIl bemadeclear.

For ease of presentation, we restrict ourselves totheopenwater'sftuation, i.e. theonly geometry present in DELMULTI
is the ship The shape of the ships hull is described as a 3D panel model consisting of 0(1000) flat quadrilaterals
(panels) On each panel time series of the velocities and pressures are established by TRITON Furthermore TRITON
evaluates time series of the surface elevation at the still waterline This requires two things:
t The exactIocation of the panel centers in the TRITON model.
2. 3D information aboutthe pressure. and thevelocity.

Realization of the first item requires knowledge of the location and orientation of the ship in the TRITON model
domain. Note that the ship itself Is not present in the wave field computation, I.e. the wave, field does not feel' the
presence ofthe ship. Inotherwords, the wave field is undisturbed.

Realization'of the second item 'requires a step from 2DH (TRITON) 'to3D (DELMULTI). Thisis necessary, since the
pressure and velocity varyinthe vertical. From a reverse transformation of the TRITON!model equations, expressions are
derivedto obtainthe vertical variation of'the orbital velocities andthe pressurefrorn the avaitablesurface elevationsand
depth integrated orbital velocities Evaluation of these expressions is cheap and is done as part of the time stepping
procedure In TRITON. The resultingtimeseriesofthe velocities'andpressureatalhpanels.are, together with the surface
elevation at the still waterline, written to file.

After havingfinished theTRITON computation, the aforementioned data file is usedasinput for the diffractlonmodel.
DELMULTl transforms the time series of the velocity and pressure to frequency domain by means of an FFT. The
frequency components (both amplitude and phase are important) replace the classical 'long-crested regular wave
velocities and pressures that serve as inputto'the conventional frequency domain panel models. For each frequency
component, the diffraction problem for the 3D ship is solved as first done by Van Oortmerssen (1976). In frequency
domain the hydrodynamic forces are obtained' in the standardway. By meansofan inverse.FFT, time series of the fottes
are obtained.Notethatthe 'latter step requires phase'information'obtainedin theFFT procedure; this poses.noproblem.
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The second-order wave forces are obtained, in time domain, by evaluation of the expressions that follow from direct
pressure integration. Besides the undisturbed wave field and the first-order diffraction solution just obtained, time senes of
the surface elevation at the waterline are required. These time series are provided by TRITON. As stated above, the
incoming wave field contains nonlinear contributions, since TRITON is a nonlinear model. In otherwords, nonlinearwave
effects are incorporated in the present approach to obtained wave-induced forces 'for free'.

Note that different approaches are possible for the coupling between a Boussinesq-typewave model like TRITON and
the diffraction calculation. O'Brien et al. (2000) used a strip theory approach based on the estimated wave direction and
wave number at the location of each cross-section. Bingham (2000) used a panel description of the ship and applied the
Haskind relations to calculate the wave forces. A time-domain panel method, including a coupling with TRITON, is
described in Van der Molen et al. (2004, 2005).

4. VALIDATION - REGULAR WAVES IN OPEN WATER
We consider a large 200 kDWT tanker, with dimensions 310 x 47.2 x 18.9 meter,as also studied by Van Oortmerssen

(1976). We have chosen a unidirectional regular wave with wave period T = 28.3 s. The wave direction is 180° with
respect to the x -axis in the ship coordinate system, i.e. the wave is coming head-on, see Figure 1. The wave condition

corresponds to a dimensionless frequency of / g = 1.25 , with = 310 m the length of the ship and g the

gravitational constant. At this wave frequency, the surge, heave and pitch are relatively large, see Figure 3.10 of Van
Oortmerssen (1976). The still water depth is equal to 22.68m. The wave amplitude is taken 0.5m, which implies that
nonlinear wave effects are small. Linear theory yields a wave length of 414m.

Wave directIon
200 IcDWT tanker

I

Figure 1. Situation sketch of a 200 kDWT tanker in open water.

The wave-induced forces at the tanker and the resulting motions of the tanker (no mooring lines present) are shown in
FIgure 2 and Figure 3. For reference, in these figures we have included time series of the surface elevation of the
undisturbed wave at the ship's center of gravity. The following observations can be made:

The only relevant force and motion components are surge, heave and pitch. The other three components are virtually
zero (should theoretically be exactly zero). The deviation from zero stems from fluctations in the y -velocity
component. The magnitude of these fluctuations is in order of the machine precision, hence this is acceptable.
The second-order wave forces are negligibly small compared to the first-order wave forces.
The surge force and surge motion are about 90° behind respectively ahead of ; the heave force and heave motion

are in phase with , and the pitch force and motion are about 90° behind 4 . This all agrees with expectations.

The magnitude of the computed forces Is in close correspondence with the computations and measurements as done
by Van Oortmerssen. The transfer function value of a force component for a regular wave is defined as the maximum
value of the force component divided by the maximum surface elevation (wave amplitude). In

Table 1, these values are given for the three components relevant for the present case. The Van Oortmerssen values
are obtained from Figure 3.10 In Van Oortmerssen (1976). The values in Table I denoted by DELMULTI are taken
from a DELMULTI output file that contains the transfer function value as computed by DELMULTI, based on the ship's
geometry. The transfer function values can be obtained from Figure 2 as well. This Is done bydMdlng the amplitude of
the forces by the wave amplitude a. This yields the table values indicated by TRITON - DELMULTI.

3



Table 1. Transfer function values of the waveinduced forcesand moments at

Conclusion Is that, for regular unidirectional waves, the proposed model. chain, including the coupling TRITON -
DELMULTI, functions properly and leads to accurate results.

Forces and moments on 200 kDWT tanker
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Figure 2. Wave-inducedforces and momentson 200 kDWT tanker. Continuous line: sUm of first-and'second-order
forces; dashed line: second-order forces.

F / a [1 0 kN/m] i / a [1 0 kN/rn] M Ia [iO6kN rn/rn]
Van Oortmerssen 14.3 491 6.86
DELMULTI 13.97 45.83 7024
TRITON -DELMULTI 14 46 7.0
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Figure 3. Wave-induced motion of 200 kDW tanker.

5. VALIDATION - PASSING SHIP EVENTS
5.1. IntroductIon

In 2003, laboratory experiments have been performed in the Vinje basin at WL J Delft Hydraulics to measure wave
forces on a Panamax container ship and, in separate series, wave conditions at the container ships location. In the latter
series, the ship is not present in the basin. Some of these measurements have been performed foran open water
situation (i.e., there is no model of a harbour in the basin). Some of the studied wave conditions representwave fields
caused by a passing ship.

In the validation cases described in this chapter, we restrict ourselves to that type of problem. For a passing ship
situation, time series are relatively short (typically a few minutes) compared to a situation in which one considers wave
penetration in a harbour (typically one hour). Note that a passing ship event contains many wave periods and directions.
This makes passing ship situations suitable for the development and validation of the method, since no restrictions with
respect to the wave field are assumed, while the time series are relatively short.

The passing of the ship has been modeled by realizing a certain motion of the wave board paddles,see Figure 1. For
this particular signal, the wave board motion is similar to that of a snake. In order to steer the TRITON model, the surface
elevation must be prescribed at the incident wave boundary, i.e. at the side of the wave board. This requires a
transformation from the (known) movement of each paddle to the resulting surface elevation at the paddle. This Is done
as follows. Let x = x(t) be the movement of a wave paddle, then the prescribed surface elevation = (i) at the

paddle is computed using linear long wave theory: 4 = -- . Here, h Is the still water depth. By applying linear long
v g dt

wave theory, we have neglected the presence of nonlinear and dispersive effects in the boundary condition signal.
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Wave board paddle

Rest position, paddle

Figure 1. 'Snake principle' in wave board steering: top view.

Weconsider two validation test cases: a passing shipmovingata subcritical speed (F =O86)anda passing ship

moving at a supercritical speed (F = 1.5). Here, the Froude. number is defined as F = u / where u is the
(uniform) velocity of the passing ship.

Concrete sidewalisleft and right of thewave board arepresent in the laboratory experiment. Thesesidewalls extend
upto 9Am into the basin. These sidewallsareinclijded inthe numerical experiment.

All TRITON simulations are performed onmodelscale The ratio prototype - model scale is 100. The datatransfen-ed
to DELMULTI is scaled to prototype scale using Froude'sscaling law.

The numerical work described in the present chapter consists of two parts:
Validation of the wave propagation model TRITON, including modelingofthe.wavesgenerated bytheipassing ship,
see Section 5.2.

o ValIdation of the coupling TRITON - DELMULTI see Section 5.3.

52. Validation of TRITON
Twocases are considered: a supercritical and asubcritical case

Supercrltical case
An animation of thecomputed wave field isavailable lnfilevideoi.papero94.avi. Note theinfluence of thesidewalls

next tothe wave board. The following is concluded:
From the animation, of which some instances are displayed in Figure 2, we deduce that we can identify three time
intervals each showing a different wave pattern In thefirst interval from lOs to 22s the ship is passing After 22s the
passingof the shipis over. In thesecondintervaI, from 22stoabout30s, wavereflectionsatthesidewallsoccur. The
strongest component of this wave reflection hits the ship after 35s. In the third interval, starting at about 30s, a
reasonably complex.pattem ofreflections and re-reflections ispresent.
There is a good quantitative agreement between computations and experiments observed, seeFigure3.
There is a time difference of about 0 6s between the arrival of the measured and the simulated wave train at the
location of the ship.. Possiblecauses for this difference are an incorrect value of 'the water depth orinaccuraciesin the
coordinates ofthe location of the ship. For the computation of the wave forces, this time difference is not relevant.
The magnitude of the surfaceelevation and velocity of thecriticalwave is larger in the simulation thaninthelaboratoiy
experiment. After the first peak, the magnitude of the quantities drops more rapidly in the simulation than in the
laboratory experiment. In addition, thetime Intervalbetweensuccesslve peaksin the simulatedwave train islarger
than inthe laboratoryexperiment. Therearevarious possiblecauses for these differences, and they arelisted here
We did not study them further.

The use of linear long wavetheoryin thetransformatlon fromwaveboardsignal to resultingsurface elevation,may
Ieadtodeviations. A typical value for thenonlinearity (typical valuefor surfaceelevation dMded bystillwater depth)is
0.1., which impliesthat nonlinearities.can have asignificant effect. Also, atypical value for the 'wave period' is Is (see
Figure 3), which corresponds to a measure for dispersion (kh) of about 1.0. This is. far from the long wave limit
(kh= 0).

The neglect of currents in the TRflTONslmulatjon. The movement of the paddles, with a stroke of abouti5cm in
the laboratory experiment leads to currents near the wave board especially between the paddles These local effects
in which vorticity is generated and in which dissipation is relativelylarge, are not modeledandarethus absent in the
TRITON simUIations

=

Time t Time (t + dt)
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Figure 3. Supercritical case. Surface elevation (upper figure) and velocities In the ship coordinate system (lower two
figures) at the center of the ship. The red line represents the measurements, and the black line the results of the

TRITON computations.

Subcritical case
An animation of the computed wave field is available in file video2_paperO94.avi. Some instances of thewave field are

shown in Figure 4. In this case, the ship goes back and forth along the wave board. From the results (Figure 5 to 7), we
deduce the following:

As can be seen in the animation and Figures 4 and 5, the initial passage creates very small waves at the location of
the ship. The largest waves are created when the ship reaches the sidewalls of the basin.
In general, there is a good qualitative agreement between simulations and laboratory experiments. The largest
deviations at the ship occur In the time windows 50s to 55s, 65s to 75s and 85s to 95s. It is observed that also the
laboratory experiment is less well reproducible in these time windows.
Because the time series show a rather complex behaviour, we have FourIer transformed the surface elevation at the
location of the ship, between 20s and lOOs, see Figure 7. As also observed for the supercritical case, there is more
wave energy present in the simulations than in the laboratory experiments. This is probably due to the way In which the
surface elevation at the wave board is prescribed.

Figure 4. Subcritical case. Shown is the surface elevation at some instances. The location of the container ship is
indicated by 'X'.
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53. Validation of DELMULTI
Data in theform of time:seriesof the pressure and velocity at theship'shull andtimeseries of the surfaceelevation at

the waterline are obtained from TRITON and transferredtoDELMULTI. The latter package isused to compute the wave-
induced forces and moments on a ship. Thetwo casesdescribed in theprevious section are considered a supercritical
anda subcritical case.

Supercriticai case
In Figure 8, the computed forcesand moments (sum of first- andsecondorder contributions, and the second-order

contributions) arecompared withtheir measured counterparts. We note the following:
There is a good agreement between simulations and laboratory experiments. This implies that the model chain
Introduced here does a good job.
The differences between simulation and laboratory experiment show the same trends as the differences insurface
elevation and velocities, see Section 5.2, the third andfourth bulletunder item 'supercritical case'. Thisall strongly
suggests that the data transfer from TRITON to DELMULTI as well as DELMULTI itself function properly: the
differences between the measured and simulated forces can mainly be attributed to differences between the
measured and simulated wave field.
The magnitude of the second-orderforces and moments is small (10 percent or less) compared to the first-order
forcesand moments.

. Theresultsfor the roll moment do notcorrespond very Well. It is very likely that this hastodo with systematicerrors In
the measurements. It turned out that the measurements leading tothe roll consist of contributlonsthat show a very
similar trend but are of opposite sign. Hence, relativelysmallerrors (e.g., calibration errors) inthese contilbutions can
have a large impact on the resulting results for the roll moment.
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(black line)and thecomputed second-order (blue line) forces and moments.

Subcritical case
In Figure 9 and 10 the computed forces andmoments (sum of first and second order contributions and thesecond

order contributions) are compared with their measured counterparts In Figure 11 these quantities are given as function of
the radialfrequency. We note the following:

On the overall, a reasonably good agreement forall forces and moments isobtained.
The magnitude of the second-order forces and moments is usually 20 percent or lesscompared to the first-order
forces and moments.
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6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1. Summary andconclusions

Aim of the research is to develop and validate a numerical method for determining the wave forces on a ship as
induced by a non-uniform wavefield such as can be found in.a harbour basin This isimportantfor thepredictionof-the
downtime i e the time that loading andiunloading of a ship is not possible due to large ship mohons In this paper a novel
modelingsystem andits validation are described It concerns the coupling of the nonlinear Boussinesq type wave model
TRITON, developed by WL I DeIft Hydraulics, with the multibody panel method DELMULTI, deveioped'by theTU DeIft.
Essential to thismodeling system isthat the forces are computed from the complete, undisturbedwave motion,without
analysis of frequencies and / or direction.

The complete model chain to calculate the wave-induced forces on ashipand itsresuiting motion consists of four
steps:

wave generation is computed,
wave propagation from the-source to themoored ship iscompUted1
the wave-induced forces exciting the moored ship arecomputed,
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4. theresultingship's motions are computed.
This model chain allows for the computation of the'motions of a'ship moored In an arbitrarily shaped harbour basin In

the presentwork, werestrict ourselves primarily to Items 2 and 3.

The 2DH time-domain Boussinesq-typewave model TRITON is employed to compute thewave propagation. It is
designed to model dispersion shoaling refraction diffraction as well as nonlinearwave-wave interactions The model can
also be applied incomplex harbour geometries.

First- and second=order wave forces on the moored vessel and the resulting motion can be computed using the
package DELMULTI. This Is a validated frequency-doma in 3D multi-body linear diffraction code.

Theinnovative part of thepresent work consists of thecoupling between1iRITON and DELMULTI. Given a3Dpanel
model of the ship TRITON fills a file containing time series of the velocities and pressures at the panels and surface
elevationsatthe still waterline. Evaluation of data atthe panels requiresa step from 2DH (TRITON) to 3D (DELMULTI),
which is obtained from reverse transformation of the TRITON model equations Evaluation of these expressions is cheap
and is done as part of the time-stepping procedure in TRITON. These time series are used as input for the diffraction
model. DELMULTI transformsthe time seriesof thevelocity andpressuretofrequency dornainby means ofan FFT. The
frequency components replace the classical long crested regular wave velocities and pressures that serve as input to the
conventionaIfrequencydomain panel models. For each frequencycomponent, thediffractionproblem for the 3D ship is
solved. In frequency domain, the hydrodynamicforces are obtained in the standard way. Bymeans of an inverse FFT,
time seriesoftheforces are obtained. Note that thelatterstep requires storageofphaseinformatjonin the transformation
from time to frequency domain; this poses no problem. The time seriesof thesurface elevation at the stillwaterline is
used for the evaluation of the second-order wave forces; thisis done in time domain. Note that theincoming wave field
contains nonlinear contributions, since TRITON is a nonlinear model. In other words, nonlinear wave effects are
Incorporated in the present approach 'for free'.

In Chapter 4, a rather simple test case to validate the coupling TRITON - DELMULTI is discussed. It concerns the
computation of the forces and moments on a 200 kDWT tanker and the resulting motion induced bya unidirectional
regular wave. A very good agreement between simulations and literatUreresuItsis obtained.

In Chapter 5, we compare experimentalidatawjth numerical simulations for waves induced by a passing ship and the
resulting forceson acontainer ship. Thestudiedsituation isan!open water situation, ie no harbour rnodelwas:present.
We have considered two validation test cases: a passing shipmoving atsubcrltical speed and a passing shlpmoving at
supercriticalspeed. The passing of theship hasbeen simülatedin the laboratoryexperiment byrealizinga certain motion
of the wave board paddles. The known motion of the paddles has been used toderivewave boundaryconditions for
TRITON. For thesupercritical case, good agreement between measurementsand Iaboratoryexperiments for both the
wave fieldandthe wave-induced forces isachieved For thesubcritical case, agreement seemsIess, but that maywell be
explained by the very complex wave pattern; in the laboratory experiments even the wave field was not very well
reproducible.

We note that a passing ship event contains many wave periods and directions. Thismakespassing shipsituations
suitable for the development and validation of the method since no restrictions with respect to the wave field are
assumed while the time series are relatively short In other words though the validationihas been performed fora passing
ship situation, it may be expected that the model chain can be successfully applied to any wave field that can be
encountered.

In summary, it can be concluded that TRITON and the coupling TRITON - DELMULTI provide rather accurate
computations of the wave fieldsand the resulting forces and momentson a moored ship.

6.2. RecOmmendations
Other, more complex validation tests must be considered. In particular, the Vinie basin validation experiments in

which a container ship wasmoored inaiharbour are agood candidateforthis.

Theamountof data that istransferred:to DELMULTI becomesrapidlyverylarge (onearriveseasiIyatseveraIhundreds
of MB) Possible ways to reduce it are (i) write data to the couplingifile withilarger timesteps and larger meshwidths and
(ii) use fewer paneIsin DELMULTI.Both wayswilI affect the accuracy,butwe donot know yet by howmuch This hasto be
studied.
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